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Conclusion: Beginning world 

history teachers need to be 

truffle hunters and parachutists



“All historians are either parachutists or truffle-

hunters. 

The former hangs far above the landscape of 

the past, looking for general patterns; the latter 

sink their snouts in the tiniest details preserved 

in archival documents. 

Each has a vital perspective and can often 

correct the other.” 

LaDurie

Truffle-hunters & Parachutists



In our focus on depth studies 

and on DBQ we’ve ignored the 

big picture work needed for 

historical coherence.  





“. . .[is] establishing the 

continuity between behavioral 

explanations sited at the 

individual level of human 

experience and those at the 

level of society and social force.  

The fundamental problem 

articulated here is one of 

linkages ”

Levels, Scales or Big Picture 

Problem

Tom Holt



Curriculum-in-piecesContent needs link and connections



Teacher Resources-in-pieces







Foster, Ashby & 

Lee

• Studying frameworks

• Students work with 

pictures and cards

• Organize and describe

• Findings:

• Event-like reasoning

• Process-like 



Event-like reasoning

Medieval times, Battle of Hastings 1066, William of 

Normandy, Shakespeare, King Weard, Henry VII 

and his 8 wives Tudors, Stuarts, Queen Elizabeth, 

Victoria, Elizabeth 2nd, World War 1 &2, Jack the 

ripper, Margaret Thatcher, Gulf War, Cold War, 

Vietcong, Vietnam, nuclear bombs, Hollywood, 

cinema, cars, planes, the moon, space travel, 

Tony Blair, George Bush, Iraq war, terrorism, Euro 

all currency in Europe except [U.K.].  

Foster et al. 2008: 26



Causation 

“Most historians will go to some lengths to 

avoid ‘monocausal explanation’. Almost all 

historians are used to the idea that historical 

events . . . have several sufficient as well as 

necessary causes, any one of which might have 

been enough to trigger the event on its own. 

Generally, however, they see it as their duty to 

establish a hierarchy of causes and to explain if 

relevant the relationship of one cause to 

another.”
Richard Evans, In Defense of History



Carretaro, et. al.

• Card sorts -- causation

• Five causes 

• Political

• Remote

• Ideological

• International

• Personal

• Different events

• 5th graders - MAs

psych & history



Discovery of America 

Personalistic: Personal motives of Columbus and 

Spanish King & Queen

Political: Formation of powerful Spanish nation-state

Economic: Search for new commercial route

Remote: Growth of scientific knowledge, new means 

of navigation (compass, astrolabe)

Ideological: Legends, myths, stories of explorers 

stirred up curiosity

International: Portuguese voyages to Africa



Carretaro, et. al

Findings.

• Personal trumped all

• No real change, 5th

grade to  MA 

• Except History MAs

• Situated Personal 

• Contextualized by 

event



Missing perspective





BHP-World History Frame
Age of Foragers Agrarian Age Modern Age

Years

Dominant system 

of producing goods 

& services

Way of distributing

goods & services

Forms of energy

Modes of 

Communication

Groups in which 

people live



Modes of Production Frame

Shemilt, 2013



Columbus and Flat Earth

Year How was 

Columbus 

viewed in 

colonies or 

USA? 

Evidence?

What 

changed?

What’s

happening in 

US?

What’s 

Happening in 

the world?

1492

1592

1692

1792

1892

1992

Bain, 2005



Beginning world history teachers must 

explicitly and intentionally shift their 

scales/levels of analysis and create 

cognitive tools to help students.

My conclusion. . . 



TE challenges

• Make scale and levels thinking visible

• Explicitly and intentionally “scale” shift –

make parachutists and truffle-hunters 

teachers personas

• Identify signature and effective pedagogical 

tools and practices

• Make these public, with evidence of their 

impact.



Privileging the macro level . . . yields atrophied, 

lifeless, passionless depictions [of human 

history]

Isolating micro-level phenomena, on the other 

hand, renders human behavior simply 

unknowable.

Holt, 1995, p.100

The Stories We TellThe Stories We Tell
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